We consider the Nash implementation of Pareto optimal and individually rational solutions in the context of matching problems. We show that all such rules are supersolutions of the stable rule. Among these solutions, we show that thè`l ower bound'' stable rule and the``upper bound'' Pareto and individually rational rule are Nash implementable. The proofs of these results are by means of a recent technique developed by Danilov [2] . Two corollaries of interest are the stable rule is the minimal implementable solution that is Pareto optimal and individually rational and the stable rule is the minimal Nash implementable extension of any of its subsolutions. Journal of Economic Literature Classification Numbers: C78, D78.
Introduction
In a public decision problem, agents usually have private information about their own preferences. In most cases, it may be unreasonable to expect truthful revelation. Nevertheless, it may be possible to reach the allocations selected by a solution in spite of the fact that agents behave strategically, by confronting them with an appropriately constructed``game form''. This possibility is the motivation for the theory of implementation. A game form consists of sets of possible actions for each agent (the strategy spaces) and an outcome function, a function which associates with each profile of actions an alternative. Each agent can choose from his strategy space so as to influence the resulting outcome in his favor. The objective is to find a game form such that at equilibrium the desired alternatives are obtained. The equilibrium concept we consider is Nash equilibrium. (For expositions of implementation theory see Maskin [10] , Moore [11] , and Thomson [24] ). In this paper we are concerned with the (Nash) implementation of Pareto optimal and individually rational social choice rules in the context of matching problems.
A matching problem consists of two finite disjoint sets of agents, and a preference relation for each agent. The two disjoint sets are interpreted as a set of men, denoted by M, and a set of women, denoted by W. Each man has a preference relation over the set of women and staying single. Similarly each woman has a preference relation over the set of men and staying single. A matching is a function which assigns each man at most one woman and each woman at most one man such that if a man, m, is assigned to a woman, w, then the woman w is assigned to the man m. In this case m and w are each others' mates. If a man is not assigned to any woman then he stays single. Similarly if a woman is not assigned to any man then she stays single.
A matching is stable 1 if no agent prefers staying single to his or her mate (i.e., if it is individually rational), and there does not exist any pair of man and woman who prefer each other to their mates. The game theoretic analysis of matching problems starts with Gale and Shapley [5] . They show that each matching problem has at least one stable matching. They also show that when preferences are strict there is a stable matching which is weakly preferred by all men to any other stable matching. This matching is referred as the man-optimal stable matching. There is an analogous stable matching which is referred as the woman-optimal stable matching. (For an exposition of game theoretic modeling and analysis of matching problems see Roth and Sotomayor [18] .)
In this paper we consider the case where the set of men and the set of women are fixed. Therefore each matching problem is represented by its preference profile. A matching rule is a correspondence which assigns to each matching problem (hence each preference profile) a set of matchings. A matching rule is a social choice rule (or simply a rule) in the context of matching problems. Some of the matching rules of interest are: The stable rule, which assigns the set of stable matchings to each preference profile; the man-optimal stable rule, which assigns the man-optimal stable matching; the individually rational rule, which assigns the set of individually rational matchings; the Pareto rule, which assigns the set of Pareto optimal matchings; and the Pareto and individually rational rule, which assigns the set of Pareto optimal and individually rational matchings. Each of these matching rules has some appealing properties.
Maskin [9] shows that a monotonicity condition is necessary for a rule to be implementable. This condition requires a rule to be such that: If an alternative is recommended by the rule for some preference profile and all agents weakly improve the relative ranking of that alternative, then that alternative should be recommended by the rule for the new preference profile. A rule satisfies no veto power if an alternative is recommended by the rule whenever every agent but possibly one ranks that alternative at the top of their preferences. Maskin [9] also shows that monotonicity and no veto power together are sufficient conditions for implementability. He provides a game form to implement the given rule whenever it is monotonic and satisfies no veto power.
If a rule is not monotonic (hence not implementable) it is natural to ask how close it is to being monotonic. One appealing way to proceed is to expand the rule such that the resulting rule is monotonic. Sen [20] introduces the concept of a``minimal monotonic extension'' of a rule and shows that this concept is well defined. (To see some applications of the concept of minimal monotonic extensions in the classical domain see Thomson [23] .)
Many interesting rules are monotonic yet do not satisfy no veto power. Therefore Maskin's original result does not apply to such cases. Danilov [2] and Moore and Repullo [12] provide necessary and sufficient conditions for implementation. Danilov's condition is a certain monotonicity property. Moore and Repullo's condition is a condition which states the existence of particular sets. Yet Moore and Repullo do not provide a method to construct these sets. Sjo stro m [21] introduces an algorithm to check these necessary and sufficient conditions.
In this paper, we are interested in the implementation of Pareto optimal and individually rational matching rules (i.e., we are interested in the implementation of subsolutions of the Pareto and individually rational rule). Some examples of such rules are, the man-optimal stable rule, the stable rule, and the Pareto and individually rational rule itself. Are these rules implementable? Not all of them. In particular the man-optimal stable rule is not implementable. We show that, if a subsolution of the Pareto and individually rational rule is monotonic, then it should be a supersolution of the stable rule. That is, it should select all the stable matchings and possibly some other matchings. As monotonicity is a necessary condition for implementability, we need to concentrate on the supersolutions of the stable rule. A natural point of departure is of course the stable rule itself.
Even though the stable rule is monotonic it does not satisfy no veto power. Hence it is not possible to use Maskin's result to determine whether the stable rule is implementable. However, we show that (when there are at least three agents) the stable rule is implementable using Danilov's [2] and Yamato's [26] results. One corollary to these results is that the stable rule is the``minimal'' implementable subsolution of the Pareto and individually rational rule in the sense that any subsolution of the Pareto and individually rational rule that is implementable is a supersolution of the stable rule. Another corollary is that the stable rule is the minimal implementable extension of any of its subsolutions. In particular it is the minimal implementable extension of the man-optimal stable rule.
The stable rule has very appealing properties. As already noted, it is Pareto optimal and individually rational. Furthermore it recommends the set of core matchings for each preference profile. 2 Our results further increase the importance of the stable rule.
What about the Pareto and individually rational rule itself? Before answering this question, let us first consider separately the Pareto rule and the individually rational rule. The Pareto rule is monotonic and it satisfies no veto power. Therefore Maskin's result applies and it can be implemented. The individually rational rule is monotonic; yet it does not satisfy no veto power. Nevertheless, Alcalde [1] shows that the individually rational rule is implementable and he provides a class of game forms to implement it. In this paper we provide a simple game form that achieves the same purpose.
Monotonicity is preserved under intersection (as long as the intersection is welldefined). Therefore the Pareto and individually rational rule is monotonic. Yet it fails to satisfy no veto power. Nevertheless, using Danilov's [2] result once again, we show that (as long as there are at least three agents) it is implementable. In this paper we use Danilov's [2] and Yamato's [26] results to show the implementability of the stable rule and the Pareto and individually rational rule. Nevertheless we have alternative proofs based on the results of Moore and Repullo [12] and Sjo stro m [21] . To our knowledge, this paper is one of the first papers to present some applications of these (full characterization implementation) results. We believe it provides some support for the importance of these results.
Definitions and Notation
We start by defining implementability and related concepts in the general social choice theory framework. We will make use of these concepts in the framework of matching problems.
The set of alternatives is A. The set of agents is N=[1, 2, ..., n]. For each agent i # N, R i is the set of his possible preference relations. Let R=
A social choice rule (or simply a rule) is a correspondence: 
(R).
A game form is a pair 1=(S, h)=(> i # N S i , h), where S i is agent i 's strategy space, and h: S Ä A is an outcome function. The pair (1, R) defines a game. Let N(1, R) denote the set of pure strategy Nash equilibria for the game (1, R). The game form 1 implements . (in pure strategy Nash equilibria), if h(N(1, R))=.(R) for all R # R.
Maskin [9] shows that monotonicity is a necessary condition for implementability. He further shows that monotonicity and no veto power together are sufficient for implementability. 3 A matching problem is an ordered triplet (M, W, R), where M and W are two non-empty, finite and disjoint sets,
We call M the set of men and W the set of women. Given a set of men, M, and a set of women, W, a matching on M _ W , +, is a one-toone function from the set M _ W onto itself of order two (that is + 2 (i)=i) such that for any m # M if +(m){m then +(m) # W and for any w # W if +(w){w then +(w) # M. We refer to +(i) as the mate of i. We denote the set of all matchings on M _ W by M.
In the present context of matching problems, N=M _ W and A is the set of matchings M. Given a preference relation of a man m # M we extend his preference, initially defined over the set W _ [m], to the set of matchings M, in the following natural way: m prefers the matching + to the matching +$ if and only if he prefers his mate under + to his mate under +$. We use R m to represent both. The same can be done for each woman w # W. We also consider the case where M and W are fixed. Therefore a preference profile defines a matching problem.
A matching + is blocked by individual i under R if iP i +(i), i.e., if individual i prefers to stay single to being matched to +(i). Otherwise +(i) is said to be acceptable to i. The matching + is blocked by the pair (m, w) under R if wP m +(m) and mP w +(w),
i.e., the man and the woman, m and w, prefer each other to their mates. The matching + is individually rational for R if it is not blocked by any agent i # M _ W, i.e., each agent is acceptable to hisÂher mate. We denote the set of all individually rational matchings for R by I (R) . A matching + is stable under R if it is not blocked by any individual or any pair. We denote the set of all stable matchings under R by S(R). Gale and Shapley [5] show that for any R there exists a matching + M (R) # S(R) such that
We call the matching + M (R), the man-optimal stable matching for the preference profile R. The women-optimal stable matching for the preference profile R, + W (R) is defined similarly. A matching + is Pareto optimal under R if there is no other matching +$ such that +$(i) R i +(i) for all i # M _ W and +$( j) P j +( j) for some j # M _ W. A matching + is weakly Pareto optimal under R if there is no other matching +$ such that +$(i) P i +(i) for all i # M _ W. We denote the set of all Pareto optimal matchings under R by P(R) and the set of all weakly Pareto optimal matchings under R by P w (R).
In the context of matching problems, rules will be referred to as matching rules. An example of such a rule is the matching rule which associates the man-optimal stable matching, + M (R), to each preference profile R # R. We call this rule the man-optimal stable rule and denote it by + M . We define the woman-optimal stable rule analogously and denote it by + W . Other examples of matching rules are the stable rule, which associates the set of the stable matchings S(R), the Pareto rule, which associates the set of Pareto optimal matchings P(R), the individually rational rule, which associates the set of individually rational matchings I (R), and the Pareto and individually rational rule, which associates the set of Pareto optimal and individually rational matchings P(R) & I(R), for each preference profile R # R. We denote the stable rule by S, the Pareto rule by P, the individually rational rule by I, and the Pareto and individually rational rule by PI.
Monotonic Matching Rules
It is easy to see that the stable rule is monotonic. Let the matching + be stable under R and let R$ be a monotonic transformation of R at +. Suppose + is not stable under R$. Then either an agent i or a pair (m, w) blocks + under R$. If the former holds then the agent i blocks + under R as the relative ranking of +(i) is weakly better under R$. If the latter holds then the pair (m, w) blocks + under R with the same reasoning. As both cases contradict + being stable under R, + should be stable under R$ showing that the stable rule is monotonic.
A next natural question is whether there are other subsolutions of the Pareto and individually rational rule that are monotonic. Theorem 1 concerns monotonic subsolutions of the Pareto and individually rational rule. It states and proves that any solution that is Pareto efficient, individually rational, and monotonic is a supersolution 4 of the stable rule. Therefore, if there is any hope of implementing a Pareto efficient and individually rational rule, it is the stable rule and its supersolutions. 
Proof. Let . PI be monotonic. Let R # R and + # S(R). We need to show that + # .(R).
Let R$ # R be as follows (see Figure 1 ): 
Note that R$ # MT(R, +) and S is monotonic, therefore + # S(R$) PI (R$). We also have R # MT(R$, +).
Let m # M and w # W be such that wP$ m +(m). Then, since + # S(R$) we have +(w) P$ w m and hence by construction (2b) we have wP$ w m. Therefore 4 A rule is a supersolution of the rule . if .
\+$ # I(R$), \m # M +(m) R$ m +$(m).

NASH IMPLEMENTATION OF MATCHING RULES
. 5 The earlier version of this theorem states that the stable rule is the only subsolution of itself, which is monotonic. Comments of an associate editor led us to discover this stronger version.
Similarly
\+$ # I(R$), \w # W +(w) R$ w +$(w).
This, together with + # PI (R$) implies that [+]=PI (R$) and therefore .(R$)=[+]. But R # MT(R$, +) and . is monotonic, therefore + # .(R).
Theorem 1 states that if we want to implement subsolutions of the Pareto and individually rational rule we need to concentrate on the supersolutions of the stable rule.
One of the matching rules that is often analyzed in the literature is the man-optimal stable rule (woman-optimal stable rule). The counterpart of this rule in the context of many-to-one matching problems is used to match medical interns and hospitals by the National Resident Matching Program in United States. 6 One of the corollaries of Theorem 1 is that the manoptimal stable rule (woman-optimal stable rule) is not monotonic.
7 Therefore the man-optimal stable rule is not implementable, and hence it is natural to ask how close it is to being implementable. One appealing operation consists of expanding the rule such that the resulting rule is implementable, and therefore monotonic. Among the possible expansions a minimal one is the most desirable. This is the motivation for the following definition from Sen [20] . Given .: R Ä A, the minimal monotonic extension of ., mme(.), is defined by mme(.)=, [ : R Ä A| $., where is monotonic].
Note that mme(.) is well defined as the feasibility rule, the rule that assigns the set of all alternatives A for each preference profile, is monotonic. We also have mme(.) monotonic as monotonicity is closed under intersection.
A corollary to Theorem 1 is that the stable rule is the minimal monotonic extesion of any of its subsolutions. In particular, it is the minimal monotonic extension of the man-optimal stable rule (woman-optimal stable rule). Proof. Follows from monotonicity of the stable rule and Theorem 1.
Corollary 1 is of independent interest. One may be interested in implementation of only the subsolutions of the stable rule. Consider the hospital-intern market in the United States. Interns can decline a job to which they had been matched by the National Resident Matching Program and arrange instead another job. Similarly hospitals can decline an intern with whom they had been matched in favor of another intern. Such situations can be avoided by implementing subsolutions of the stable rule. In fact in United Kingdom most of the unstable matching rules that are used to match interns and hospitals have been abandoned after a short period, whereas the stable matching rules have been in use in United States and United Kingdom for several decades. (See Roth [14, 17] for extensive analysis of medical intern-hospital markets in United States and United Kingdom.)
Nash Implementable Matching Rules
The next natural question is whether there are subsolutions of the Pareto and individually rational rule which are implementable. Due to Theorem 1, we need to concentrate on the supersolutions of the stable rule. A natural point of departure seems to be checking whether the stable rule itself is implementable.
Monotonicity is a necessary condition for implementability. Monotonicity together with no veto power are sufficient conditions for implementability. The stable rule is monotonic. Yet it does not satisfy no veto power. Hence we cannot determine whether the stable rule is implementable by appealing to Maskin's original result.
Nevertheless, the next theorem shows that the stable rule is implementable as long as there are at least three agents. We will need further notation and results to prove the theorem. For this, we will return to the general context. Let .:
We denote the set of essential alternatives for agent i # N in X for . by E(., i, X). A rule, ., is essentially monotonic if for all R, R # R and for all [2] shows that if |N| 3 then . is implementable if and only if it is essentially monotonic.
Danilov proves his result on a domain where preferences are linear orders on A. Yamato [26] generalizes his result as follows: Let R be such that, for all a # A, R # R, i # N, and b # L(a, R i ), there exists
Our domain does not satisfy Danilov's domain assumption. (This is due to the assumption that agents are indifferent between two matchings which assign them the same mate.) Nevertheless it does satisfy Yamato's domain assumption. Therefore in the following lemma and theorem we will refer to Yamato's result.
Lemma 1. For all R # R, + # S(R), and i # M_W we have E(S, i, L(+, R i )) =L(+, R i ). Theorem 2. Let |M _ W| 3. Then the stable rule, S, is implementable.
Proof. Lemma 1 with monotonicity of the stable rule implies the stable rule is essentially monotonic. Therefore the stable rule is implementable by Yamato [26] .
Note that Theorem 2 and Theorem 1 together imply that the stable rule is the minimal implementable subsolution of the Pareto and individually rational rule. The next corollary states that (as long as there are three or more agents) the stable rule is the minimal implementable extension of any of its subsolutions.
Corollary 2. Let |M _ W| 3, and . S be implementable. Then .=S.
Proof. Follows from Theorem 2 and Corollary 1. The next step is implementing the stable rule, whenever we have at least three agents. As we have satisfied the necessary and sufficient conditions noted in Danilov [2] , the game form introduced in that paper can be used to implement the stable rule.
Moore and Repullo [12] , Dutta and Sen [4] , and Sjo stro m [21] provided necessary and sufficient condition, for implementability whenever there are two agents. Using their conditions it is straightforward to show that the stable rule is not implementable whenever |M| = |W| =1. Nevertheless, we give a direct proof of this result. 
, contradicting the assumption that 1 implements S. Hence S is not implementable.
What about the Pareto and individually rational rule itself? Before answering this question, let us first consider the Pareto rule and the individually rational rule. The Pareto rule is monotonic. It also satisfies no veto power. Therefore Maskin's original result applies. The Pareto rule is implementable. 9 The individually rational rule is also monotonic. Yet it does not satisfy no veto power.
10 Therefore Maskin's original result does not apply. Alcalde [1] shows in a constructive way that the individually rational rule is implementable. His game forms are preference revelation games, that is, games in which each agent announces a preference relation. Our contribution here is to propose a simple game form to implement the individually rational rule in which each agent announces a mate.
Let 1=(S, h) be as follows:
Claim. The game form 1 implements the individually rational rule. (See the Appendix for a proof.)
The Pareto and individually rational rule is monotonic since both the Pareto and individually rational rules are monotonic. However the Pareto and individually rational rule does not satisfy no veto power, so that once again Maskin's original result does not apply. Nevertheless, the Pareto and individually rational rule is implementable as long as there are at least three agents, and the proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 2 (the only modification is replacing S with PI in the proof). The Danilov game form with .=PI implements the Pareto and individually rational rule. The Pareto and individually rational rule is not implementable whenever |M| = |W| =1. 11 We summarize some of these results in Table I. 436 KARA AND SO NMEZ 9 Let the weak Pareto rule, P w be the matching rule which associates the set of weak Pareto optimal matchings for each preference profile R # R. Similar results holds if the weak Pareto rule is replaced by the Pareto rule. 10 This is due to the fact that, even if all agents but one rank a matching as one of their top choices, this matching will not be selected by the individually rational rule unless the remaining agent weakly prefers hisÂher mate to staying single. 11 Similar results hold if the weak Pareto and individually rational rule is replaced by the Pareto and individually rational rule. 
Appendix
Here we propose a simple game form which implements the individually rational rule.
Let 1=(S, h), where S=> i # M _ W S i is such that Claim. The game form 1 implements the individually rational rule.
Proof. So s* # N(1, R). Therefore we have + # h (N(1, R) ), and hence I (R) h (N(1, R) ).
I (R)
h
h(N(1, R)) I(R):
Let + # h (N(1, R) ). Since + # h (N(1, R) ) there is a strategy profile s* # S such that h(s*)=+ and s* # N(1, R). Note that by announcing s i =i, agent i can stay single. Since s* is a Nash equilibrium we have \i # M _ W +(i)=h(s*)(i) R i h(i, s* &i )(i)=i.
Thus + # I (R). Hence h(N(1, R)) I (R).
